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NOTE: This book does not come with an Access Code The sixth edition of Medical Insurance: An

Integrated Claims Process Approach emphasizes the medical billing cycleâ€•ten steps that clearly

identify all the components needed to successfully manage the medical insurance claims process.

The cycle shows how administrative medical professionals â€œfollow the money.â€• Medical

insurance specialists must be familiar with the rules and guidelines of each health plan in order to

submit proper documentation, which then ensures that offices receive maximum, appropriate

reimbursement for services provided. Each part of the book is dedicated to a section of the cycle

followed by case studies to apply the skills discussed in each section. These case studies can be

completed with the electronic CMS-1500 at www.mhhe.com/valerius6e or using simulated Medisoft

exercises in Connect Plus, McGraw-Hill's homework and assessment platform.
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as the other book I bought my wife, it was in much better condition that stated.Good discount off

mint new books.required for her courses, good way to save buying used. And it is barely even that,

but savings are significant.

The book itself is great. I just didn't realize I needed the Medisoft Software to go with it. I ordered the

access code card but did not realize there was software that also needed to be ordered. This was

my fault, but just a "heads up" to anyone else needing to order a package: make sure you order all

the components you need.



I have to say for a textbook, it is pretty good. Very well presented material. I learnt far more from it

than from the teacher that is for sure. Helped me passed the test, but never got a job in the field.

I used this book in my Medical Insurance corse at college. It covered everything the teacher wanted

it to and more. It was put in words that were easy to understand and concepts that were

understandable to comprehend. I would recommend this book for anyone going into the Medical

Insurance Field.

This textbook is very well written. At first I was a little nervous about taking this course because I

thought it was going to be confusing, but this book has really helped me to understand the ins and

outs of medical insurance. I now feel more comfortable with the subject.

I recently began working for a health insurance company, and was looking for an overview of the

business process before getting into the company specific implementations - this text was what I

needed.

I could not afford to purchase the book, so I opted to rent it. There is a very generous rent length of

time and the book was not in great shape, but it still fulfilled my requirement. I will definitely rent

texts books from here again.

Thank yu for providing an opportunity to purchase required school textbooks cheaper than we can

find at the bookstore. It's nice to be able to save money wherever we can. The book came exactly

as I expected and quickly. Thank you. Me my expectations
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